
 

Jimmy Pike, Camels 

Rebecca Hossack Gallery will be presenting a retrospective of paintings and 

drawings by Jimmy Pike (1940-2002), a celebrated aboriginal painter from 

Fitzroy Crossing in Western Australia.  Pike’s work- like most Aboriginal 

painting- is concerned with the land, its sacred history and its present use.  

Jimmy Pike’s work is known and collected around the world, and included in 

all the principal Australian public collections. 

About the show: 

The exhibition will be co-curated by Rebecca Hossack and Pike’s widow, the British-born 

environmentalist and writer Pat Lowe. It will focus on the need and the possibilities for collaboration 

between the Aboriginal world and the mining industry- and the many trail-blazing initiatives that 

have been taken in community and economic development by Rio Tinto.  

The exhibition will include more than forty Jimmy Pike works including two 10-metre paintings of 

ghost gums, never-before exhibited carvings and some of jimmy’s latest canvasses, drawings of 

London and works from the Berndt Collection at the University of Western Australia. 

About the artist: 

Jimmy Pike grew up as a hunter-gatherer.  Living as a fringe-dweller around Cherrabun Station, he 

eventually joined relatives at the station camp and worked as a stockman.  He was named Jimmy 

Pike, after Phar Lap’s jockey, by a cattle station manager. 

Pike learned to use western art materials while in Fremantle Prison.  Even before he was released, 

his work was exhibited in major Australian galleries. 



During a solo show at the Rebecca Hossack Gallery in 1991, Pike and his wife Pat Lowe along with 

Rebecca attended a garden party at Buckingham Palace where Pike met Queen Elizabeth II.  He and 

Lowe later published a book about the experience, Jimmy and Pat Meet the Queen. 

 

    Jimmy Pike, Blue Watering Hole 

About Pat Lowe: 

Pat Lowe will fly over for the exhibition, and plans to be in London from June 19th-29th.  She is a 

noted spokesperson for Aboriginal and environmental issues, and has published many books and 

articles on the subject. She met Jimmy working as his clinical psychologist during her time with WA 

Prisons Dept., now the Dept. of Corrective Services. Her professional background is rooted in 

education and psychology, and is passionate about writing, the natural environment and Aboriginal 

life and language. 

Events: 

We warmly invite you to attend the private opening of the show on 26 June, 2014.  Rebecca Hossack 

Gallery will also be hosting a series of events surrounding the exhibition including a full educational 

program with lectures and visits by several National Association for Decorative and Fine Arts Groups, 



local schools and student groups from School of Oriental and African Studies at the University of 

London. Please contact kathryn@zambuni.com for more details. 

 

    Jimmy Pike, Two Dingos on a Roof 

Social media: 

Be sure to follow Rebecca Hossack on the following social media outlets- 

Facebook, Rebecca Hossack Art Gallery 

Twitter, @RebeccaHossack 

Instagram, rebeccahossackartgallery 
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